The concurrency control mechanism in the multi-level DBMS is required to promise the serializability of transactions and the multi-level security properties, avoid possible covert channels and the starving problem of high-level transactions. The multi-level multi-version timestamp ordering mechanisms satisfy these requirements but may cause transactions read old version data, and the scheduler is required to be a trusted process. This paper presents a multi-level multi-version global timestamp ordering (MLS_MVGTO) mechanism and the basic global timestamps generation steps based on the transaction's snapshot. This paper also presents two improvements according to the pre-knowledge of the read-only transactions. In addition it can be implemented as a set of untrusted schedulers. Given the pre-knowledge about transactions' operations, transactions are able to read more recent version.
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.MLS_MVGTO , , In a multi-level DBMS, the concurrency control mechanisms are required to promise not only the serializability of transactions, but also the multi-level security properties. In addition, the scheduler should avoid possible covert channels and the starving problem of high-level transactions. Considering the centralized architecture in a single version DB, it is comparably difficult to reconcile the conflict of the serializability, the multi-level security, and the fairness. For instance, the solution given in Ref. [1] may cause the unbounded lock of high-level transactions; The solution in Ref. [2] partially sacrifices the serializability of high-level transactions. The approaches in Ref. [3] prevent the conflict by adding extra limitations to transactions, such as the maximum numbers of the writing transactions and the fixed delay writing time for each transaction, etc.
The concurrency control mechanisms in a multi-version DB is more flexible compared with those in a single version DB. Unlike multi-version locking mechanism [4, 5] , multi-level multi-version timestamp ordering mechanism [6−8] , which is extended from the traditional multi-version timestamp ordering mechanism [9] , avoids the dilemma in a single version database by enabling transactions to read different versions of data. However, as the price of reconciliation, transactions may have to read the old version data. Another common problem of these approaches is that all transactions are scheduled by a central scheduler, therefore the scheduler is required to be a trusted process.
In this paper we present a new multi-level multi-version global timestamp ordering mechanism (MLS_MVGTO). A MLS_MVGTO scheduler produces 1SR multi version histories according to transactions' global timestamp order. It is free from covert channels, and transactions of different security levels have the same privilege to execute. In addition, the MLS-MVGTO mechanism can be implemented as a set of schedulers which only process the same level transactions. Given the pre-knowledge about transactions' operations, read-only transactions are able to read more recent version, which as a result enables the higher level transactions to read more recent version.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the MLS_MVGTO mechanism and the global timestamp generating methods. Section 2 provides two possible improvements on read-only transactions.
Section 3 gives the conclusion and the open questions to be discussed in the future work.
The Multi-Version Global Timestamp Ordering on the MLS DBMS
This paper accepts the basic definitions of transactions and histories in multi-version DB given in Ref.
[11], and the formal expressions are written by Z specification language [10] .
The global timestamp
When transaction T starts, it is assigned with two timestamps: the real timestamp ts(T i ) ("timestamp" in short) and the virtual timestamp vts(T i ), which reflects the serialization order of all level transactions. A global timestamp of a transaction is made up of its timestamp, virtual timestamp, and its security level, as defined below: 
The timestamp is required to be unique for all transactions which are in the same security level. The virtual timestamp may not be unique for each transaction. However, in any cases a global timestamp can uniquely identify a transaction, and the MLS-MVGTO scheduler processes operations by global timestamp order.
Definition 1.2. the global timestamp order of two transactions
T i ,T j is defined as follows: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))i j i j i j i j i j i j i
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This definition clarifies that the global timestamp order is firstly decided by the virtual timestamp order, then by security level order (from low to high), finally by the timestamp order.
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The MLS_DBMS properties
In a MLS_DBMS, the operations of all transactions must satisfy the security properties given in the security model. In the MLS_MVGTO mechanism, two additional properties must be satisfied. The MLS-MVGTO_SR Property ensures that the MLS-MVGTO scheduler produce 1SR histories and the Write-Invalidation-Free property ensures that no covert channel will be introduced.
The MLS-MVGTO-SR property
A MLS-MVGTO scheduler produces multi-version history H, which satisfies the MLS-MVGTO-SR Property.
The main characteristics can be formally described into the following sub_properties: 
. If all transactions in the transaction set T satisfies this property, then we say T satisfies the Write-Invalidation-Free Property.
The basic global timestamp generation steps
The implementation of a MLS_MVGTO scheduler which satisfies the above two properties requires a concrete global transaction timestamp generating method. Because L(T i ) and ts(T i ) of T i are fixed, this section presents a basic vts(T i ) generation function that satisfies above two properties.
vts(T i ) is generated based on a T i 's snapshot function. Function Snap(T i ,l) records the transactions at level l
which is active (transactions are started, but not committed yet) when T i starts, that is: 
The basic global timestamp generating steps is described as follows:
(1) When T i starts, ts(T i ) is generated and assigned to T i .
(2) Snap(T i ) is calculated and assigned to T i . The function is defined above.
(3) Compute the smallest virtual timestamp of Snap(T i ) by the MVS() function which is defined as follows:
(4) vts(T i ) is defined as follows:
Step four implies that vts(T i )≤ts(T i ). All other MLS_MVGTO_SR properties are naturally satisfied by the definition of the scheduler. With this basic function, a transaction is scheduled before any active lower level transactions when it starts. It can be proved that this virtual timestamp function implies the following lemmas(We omit the proof here): Since these schedulers only need to get information from lower level schedulers and this type of access does not violate the security property, they need not to be implemented as trusted code.
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Improved Virtual Timestamp Functions
The above steps could not prevent a transaction read old version data, because it is too strict to assume that all active lower level transactions may have late write operations. Given more pre-knowledge about transactions' operations, a transaction has a virtual timestamp much close to its timestamp. In this section, we propose two types of improvements based on read-only transactions, which still hold the above two properties. Read-only transactions are one special type of transactions, and T i is called a read only transaction if and only if its write set is empty
Given the set of levels
The first improvement is based on the assumption that a read-only transaction's read-down level set is known.
Suppose Levels(T i ) returns the set of lower levels that a read-only transaction T i may read from:
T i has no late writes, therefore it can be removed from higher level transactions' snapshots. That is:
It is obvious that any non-empty set Levels(T i ) satisfies ( 
The virtual timestamp function is then modified as:
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The global timestamp of transaction T i is: 
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Given the read set and write set
Moreover, if the read data set and write data set of any transaction are available, the virtual timestamp function can be further modified to be more precisely close to its timestamp. Let us suppose when transaction T i starts, it reports two data sets to the scheduler, the read-down set RDS(T i ), a set of data items x which is read by
, and the write set WS(T i ), a set of data items x which T i writes on:
